Request of financial compensation for the high-speed train delay / replacement of the rolling stock

"
"

"

20

"

183
/ country of residence (where the passenger has spent more than 183 days during last 12 months) *

12

/
name) and my child (dependent) / my children (dependents) (full name, date of birth) *

"

"

/ I (full

20

/
Due to train delay / replacement of the train, I request a compensation for the delay (choose the convenient way

Postal transfer to the following address (the Russian Federation only)

To the bank account of the passenger who is the holder of the travel document
Beneficiary
Beneficiary's Account
Beneficiary Bank
IBAN
SWIFT
Bank card number
*. / I hereby give my permission to include the income of my child (children, dependents) in form of financial
compensation for train delay in my personal income, as the legal authorized representative*.
13%
30%
/ I'm
aware that compensation amount due (in particular, the one that exceeds standards set by the laws of the Russian Federation) of the individuals will be taxed at a rate
of 13% (resident of the Russian Federation) or 30% (non-resident of the Russian Federation) on their income*.

(

)

give my permission to disclose to the tax authorities my personal data contained within the present claim form, according to the Federal law of the Russian Federation

(

)

*
Refund will be done only if these fields are filled
by the passenger. JSCo "RZD" guarantees you the compensation for the train delay only if you provide full and faithful information about your bank account for
money transfer.

Compensation payment is made in RUB. In case when the compensation is transferred to account opened in another currency the conversion is made according to the
rules of the beneficiary bank.

Questions relating to monetary compensation and filling a claim form you may send to the following e-mail address: pretenzii_doss@orw.ru, tel.: +7 (812) 457-41-13,
457-40-84

-

196641,
53.

9

Dear passengers!
To request a compensation you need to send the filled in claim form, along with the original travel document, by mail directly to the
North-Western Directorate for High-Speed Service - a subdivision of the Directorate for High-Speed Service - a branch of JSCo "RZD",
situated at the following address: Metallostroy set., railway track section "reka Slavyanka - LEP", POB 53, St. Petersburg, 196641,
Russia. Passengers who have used the on-line registration should send the filled in claim form only. The documents must be sent within 9
months (for Allegro trains) and 45 days (for Sapsan trains and Lastochka trains numbered from 700 to 799 of the "JSCo" RZD carrier)
from the train departure date specified in a travel document.
Extract from the Additional Agreement No. 5 to Agreement No. 1095 on the
Passenger Transportation in the Finnish-Russian Railway Traffic dated
October 13, 2010
September 4, 2018
If the train was delayed or replaced the passenger fills in a claim form and
attaches a travel document.

60

Compensation to passengers (in case the delay occurred through no fault of
JSCo "RZD") is being made by:
a) 25% of travel cost (ticket and reserved seat) for the delay from 60 minutes to
119 minutes:
b) 50% of travel cost (ticket and reserved seat) for the delay of over 120 minutes.

119
25%

120

50%

Financial compensation is not paid:
if the delay was the result of force majeure or of elimination of the technical
defects caused through no fault of the carrier, which presented threat to
passengers' lives or health, is caused by a strike or other labor protests, or is due
to other reasons beyond control of the carrier, as well as if a passenger was
informed of a delay in train departure before buying travel documents.

Compensation to passengers is being made by 20% of travel cost (ticket and
reserved seat) for the replacement of the Allegro train by another rolling stock or
type of vehicle if the passenger was delivered to the station of arrival. Refund of
the cost of the ticket is not made and the compensation is not paid for the
Allegro train delay.

20%

30

Your compensation request for delay of Allegro trains will be handled within 30
working days upon receipt of claim.

Extract from the Regulation of JSCo "RZD"
Moscow

Concerning financial compensation to passengers for delay of Sapsan and
Allegro trains and replacement of Allegro trains
If the train was delayed passenger fills in a claim form.

:
60
120

119

25%
50%

Financial compensation is paid to passengers as follows:
a) in the amount of 25% of travel cost (ticket and reserved seat) for the delay
from 61 to 119 (inclusive) minutes;
b) in the amount of 50% of travel cost (ticket and reserved seat) for the delay of
over 120 (inclusive) minutes, but not less than the amount provided for in the
Russian Federation laws (for Sapsan high-speed train and Lastochka trains
numbered from 700 to 799 of the JSCo "RZD" carrier).

Financial compensation is paid only with respect to the travel documents
purchased in the ticket offices within the territory of the Russian Federation and
e-tickets purchased within the territory of the Russian Federation.

Compensation to passengers is not guaranteed when:
The delay was the result of force majeure or of an elimination of the technical
defects caused through no fault of JSCo "RZD", which presented threat to
passengers' lives or health, or was due to reasons beyond control of JSCo "RZD".

